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48% 
avoid news because 
it’s too negative



Solutions journalism is

rigorous, evidence-
based reporting on 
responses to social 
problems



WHAT IS 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



The Four Pillars… 

Features not just a person, but a response to a 
problem and how it happened

Provides available evidence of results, looking at 
effectiveness — not just intentions 

Discusses limitations and avoids reading like a 
puff piece

Seeks to provide insights that can help others 
respond — not just inspiration



NOT HERO 
WORSHIP

INSTEAD, use characters to talk
about systemic change



NOT A THEORY INSTEAD, something that’s
already in process



NOT A MAGIC BULLET INSTEAD, 
tone down the rhetoric



Stories about 
POVERTY 





• RESPONSE: van pools and how 
they work 

• EVIDENCE: number of people in 
current van pools

• LIMITATIONS: matching up 
workers and schedules

• INSIGHTS: how they are scaling 
up, can help workers meet 
demand 



EXAMPLES OF 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



POSITIVE DEVIANT 
What  can we learn from a 
hospital that has lower rates of 
cesarean births? 

Good Samaritan 
Medical Center
(West Islip, NY)

Good Samaritan 
Regional Medical 
Center
(Suffern, NY)



SIMILAR PLACES
A reporter from Salt Lake 
City traveled to Oslo to learn 
how that city dealt with air 
pollution 



FRAME FOR AN 
INVESTIGATION

There’s a better way.  What 
forces are keeping us from 
using it?   



INSTRUCTIVE 
FAILURE

Make sure the failure is 
instructive. Be OK with 
shades of gray. 



storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org



IT’S 
GOOD JOURNALISM

Makes reporting stronger, more complete

Tells the whole story 

Strengthens accountability

Investigating problems right in front of us



WHY
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



Covering the problem without 
addressing associated responses 

omits critical 
information necessary 
for society to create 
change



IT ENGAGES PEOPLE

Fresh approach to stories often dismissed as 
“too depressing” 

Solutions stories are more likely to be shared on 
social media

Makes audiences feel powerful and less likely 
to tune out



Page views

+102%
Time on page

+80%

(Engagement data for solutions-focused Seattle Times education stories relative 
to regular education coverage. Source: American Press Institute)



Social shares

+230%
Returning Education 

Lab user rate

64%

(Engagement data for solutions-focused Seattle Times education stories relative 
to regular education coverage. Source: American Press Institute)



HOW TO DO 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



KEY QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTIONS STORIES

Who’s doing it better?

How does the response work? 

What metrics matter?

Who is the response NOT working for?

What does the research say?

What do critics say?

Is it being replicated elsewhere? 

What are the barriers to replication?



Remember … 

Don’t overclaim or predict the future

Briefly paint the full landscape

Make your story about the idea behind the 
program — the program is just the 
illustration

Tell the audience about limitations 



Solutions journalism happens when 
reporters regularly ask their sources

Who’s doing it better?

And regularly ask themselves;

Is there a possible solutions 
angle to this story?



THANK YOU 

Sarah Gustavus
sarah@solutionsjournalism.org

www.solutionsjournalism.org

http://solutionsjournalism.org

